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Contemporary Monologues for Young Actors features 54 original monologues created
specifically for actors and acting students ages 7-14 and for the teachers, directors and acting
coaches who work with them.Written by award-winning New York City playwright Douglas M.
Parker, these refreshing monologues encompass a broad range of circumstances and emotions
perfect for young actors seeking new material to explore – some of which will appeal to slightly
younger actors and others of which will excite slightly older actors.Here are some of the features
of this book:- A broad range of circumstances and emotions, from comedic to heartfelt to quirky-
Emotional arcs and strong endings to challenge actors and keep audiences engaged- Modern
day topics with contemporary language- Convenient organization from “younger” to “older” as
the book progresses- Ideal for auditions, as short performance pieces or for use in the
classroomBelow are sample monologues from the book:SHARINGSome people think I don’t like
sharing, but that isn’t true at all. I love sharing. I mean, what’s not to love about being able to go
up to someone and say, “Hey, can I have some of that candy?” And then they give you some! Or,
“Can I ride your bike for a while?” And then you get to ride their bike! Sharing is awesome.
Sometimes you have to be careful, though. Like if someone comes up to me and says, “Can I
have one of your cookies?” Well, if I gave them a cookie, then I might not have any cookies left to
share with other people and that would be, like, the opposite of sharing. So I have to say no.
Because sharing is really important.SCOUTBefore we moved here, we had this big dog named
Scout. Mom always said he was a total mutt, but I think he was also part collie. And maybe part
golden retriever. But he was definitely at least half mutt. Scout was supposed to be the whole
family’s dog, but he was really mine. I mean, after school, it was me he would be waiting for. And
when anyone threw his ball, I’m the one he always brought it back to. And at night, it was always
my bed he slept in. But before we moved here, my Mom found out we weren’t allowed to have
any pets, so we had to give him away to my cousins. I don’t really talk about it, but sometimes I
dream about Scout. He’s got his ball in his mouth and he’s looking for me. And I’m saying, “Here,
Scout. I’m right here.” But he doesn’t hear me, and he can’t see me, and I’m saying, “I’m right
here. Scout. I’m right here.” And then, I don’t know, I guess I wake up . . . I don’t know if Scout
dreams about me.UNIVERSEI saw on the Discovery Channel where a long time ago, before the
beginning of time, the entire universe was as small as the head of a pin. And everything was
inside it. Stars, planets, houses, people, cars – other pins. Everything in the universe. And then
one day, this head of a pin just exploded and everything came out at like a million degrees hot
and a million miles an hour. And all the stars and planets and people and cars just kept getting
bigger and bigger, until they filled up all of space and all of time, just burning and melting and
spinning. And as soon as I heard that, I knew that I was just like that pin, and that one day I’m
gonna explode too. And when I do, fire and stars and whole worlds will come out of me and
they’ll be a million degrees hot and they’ll travel so far and so fast that I’ll never have to come
back here again. Not ever...Not ever.
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ACTGOOD-BYEABOUT THE AUTHORINTRODUCTIONGenerally speaking, the monologues in
this book were written for actors and acting students aged 7-14, as well as for the teachers,
directors and acting coaches who work with them. Some of the monologues may work better for
actors toward the lower end of that age range, while others may work better for actors toward the
upper end. There is no particular order to the monologues presented, but more of the
monologues toward the beginning of the book may work better for slightly younger actors, while
more of the later monologues may work better for slightly older actors.Whether you’re a teacher,
actor or student – and whether your goal is to instruct, learn, perform or audition – as you browse
through this book, simply choose for yourself or your students whatever monologues feel right.A
QUICK WORD FOR ACTORSThese monologues can be used for auditions, as short
performance pieces, or simply to sharpen your acting skills. When choosing your monologues,
keep in mind that all of the performance pieces in this book were created to work equally well for
male actors and female actors. The monologues you choose should simply be a matter of
selecting the pieces that move you, amuse you, or that you feel a connection with. Others may
present a character or emotion you want to explore.Once you’ve chosen a monologue, if it
makes you feel more comfortable with the material to change a word or a name, go ahead and
do it. Think of the monologues as tools and yourself as the artist. Whatever helps you deliver the
best possible performance is what you should be doing.Similarly, you’ll find that some of the
monologues have small performance suggestions before the monologue itself, or some minor
stage directions within the body of the monologue. Acting is about bringing your own
interpretation to the words – so feel free to ignore the stage directions and bring the monologue
to life in your own way.Finally, always take the time to think about what each character in each
monologue you perform is really saying and really feeling. As long as you find the heart of the
moment, the heart of the character and, most importantly, your own heart, you’ll never go far
wrong.SHARINGSome people think I don’t like sharing, but that isn’t true at all. I love sharing. I



mean, what’s not to love about being able to go up to someone and say, “Hey, can I have some
of that candy?” And then they give you some! Or, “Can I ride your bike for a while?” And then you
get to ride their bike! Sharing is awesome. Sometimes you have to be careful, though. Like if
someone comes up to me and says, “Can I have one of your cookies?” Well, if I gave them a
cookie, then I might not have any cookies left to share with other people and that would be, like,
the opposite of sharing. So I have to say no. Because sharing is really important.BUGSI like
bugs. A lot. Spiders, ants, beetles, scorpions. Most people don’t even know that scorpions are
insects. They think they’re lizards or something. But they’re not. Even lobsters are related to
spiders. Yeah. So enjoy your dinner. Everyone’s always telling me that bugs are disgusting. But I
say, if you can like dogs, why can’t you like bugs? Truth is, most dogs are covered with bugs
anyway. So every time you pet your dog, you’re really just petting a bunch of bugs. Even I
wouldn’t do that. Yeah. Now who’s the disgusting one?WAITING(Your character is staring at the
clock, waiting for the end of the school year.)The last five minutes before the end of the school
year has to be the longest five minutes in the world. Seriously. Entire planets have been formed
and exploded in less time. And it doesn’t help that this clock is definitely broken. Look at how
slow the second hand is moving. Tick . . . . . . .Tock . . . . . . . Tick. Why doesn’t somebody fix that
thing? Come On! It’s not like the janitor has anything better to do. Good grief – I think I just saw
the second hand move backwards. Hold on. Was that . . . ? Yes! The minute hand just moved up
one minute!(Stare at the clock for an extended moment.)Sheesh. The last four minutes before
the end of the school year has to be the longest four minutes in the world.SCOUTBefore we
moved here, we had this big dog named Scout. Mom always said he was a total mutt, but I think
he was also part collie. And maybe part golden retriever. But he was definitely at least half mutt.
Scout was supposed to be the whole family’s dog, but he was really mine. I mean, after school, it
was me he would be waiting for. And when anyone threw his ball, I’m the one he always brought
it back to. And at night, it was always my bed he slept in. But before we moved here, my Mom
found out we weren’t allowed to have any pets, so we had to give him away to my cousins. I don’t
really talk about it, but sometimes I dream about Scout. He’s got his ball in his mouth and he’s
looking for me. And I’m saying, “Here, Scout. I’m right here.” But he doesn’t hear me, and he can’t
see me, and I’m saying, “I’m right here. Scout. I’m right here.” And then, I don’t know, I guess I
wake up . . . I don’t know if Scout dreams about me.GUMMY BEARSThe difference between
thinking about having no school all summer and actually having no school all summer is like the
difference between thinking about Gummy Bears and actually eating them. I mean, when you
think about Gummy Bears and imagine eating them, it’s so easy to remember how sweet they
are. And how chewy. And that they’re really, really good. I mean Gummy Bears are REALLY
good. But the truth is, the only thing that imagining eating Gummy Bears does for you is make
you even hungrier for Gummy Bears. But on the other hand, imagining not having school all
summer . . . I mean, actually not having school all summer . . . I forget what I was gonna say . . .
Does anyone have any Gummy Bears?RIDE(Your character is riding a roller coaster and not
liking it at all. These are the thoughts that are going through your character’s mind. NOTE: For



this monologue, you should be sitting in a chair. Make sure to use your body to show when the
coaster is going up and when it’s going down.)(Going up.)Omigod, omigod, omigod, omigod. I
don’t know why I ever got on this thing. I hate roller coasters. I’ve always hated roller coasters. I
should never have listened to what Chris said. Whoa – here come’s the top and – AAAAGH!
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cheylouwho, “My students love this!. I use this for a musical theater class to help my kids feel
more comfortable using their voice. These monologues are my favorite from any other children's
acting books I've purchased. They're really entertaining for the kids to perform and pull my
shyest kids out of their shell. My class generally ranges from ages 10-16 and there are
appropriate monologues for all of them.”

Kristin T, “Great material for young actors. I'm so glad I got this book! I teach voice in musical
theater, and my students are always preparing for auditions. Many of these monologues are
adorable, very funny, my students love them! Great material for young actors”

Ebook Libraryian, “The students like it and so do I. Three positive thoughts. 1) Several of my
students have mentioned that the language actually sounds like how they speak. If you work with
younger actors, you already know that this is not generally the reaction you get. 2) They all seem
to be able to find pieces they want to perform. 3) In terms of the writing, style and subject matter,
I'm very pleased as well.”

thomas m nickel, “Highly Recommend. I was really thrilled with this book. I am the proud uncle
of two espiring thespians and thought it might help them with audition material. That said, I
wasn't sure if they would be appropriate for young actors so I had it delivered to my apartment to
give it a once over. Definitely green lighted. Mr. Parker has a real knack for making these
monologues seem not only unique from one another but also seem right for a young adult's
voice. Each also has a certain charmingly wry twist to it that (somewhat akin to David Sedaris'
work) adults too would enjoy. My niece and nephew were really excited to receive this as a gift.I
have two friends who teach high school drama for a living in the St. Louis area and I've
recommended to them for their classes.In short, really pleased with this book.”

L.T.C., “Surprised & Pleased. As a drama teacher, it's so refreshing to find a monologue book for
my students that gives them a chance to express some emotional depth (or to just be genuinely
funny). I've so often found that material written for kids is just not that interesting or involving. I
bought this book to freshen up my library for the upcoming year without really knowing anything
about it and am very pleased.”

Eric G., “Another Good Find. I ordered this after using Parker's "Contemporary Monologues for
Young Actors." I am impressed by the variety, humor and just plain fun of this book. His realistic
use of language is great. I also believe - and am delighted by the thought - that each of these
pieces will work equally well for both boys and girls, which is rarity.”

R. Champlin, “Really delightful. There's so much joy in working with young performers that I feel



blessed that I get to do it every working day. For me, this book engages and supports all the
energy and enthusiasm and boundless openness that makes my young actors love exploring the
possibilities of theater. Filled with short, very varied pieces that let the kids have fun while getting
to explore emotions and stories and, hopefully, talents, that they've never even thought about.
Excellent resource.”

WL Jones, “Great for beginners. My beginning kids are enjoying the monologues immensely.
The kids find them easy to relate to. The monologues seem to be a good choice for those
working on monologues for the first time.”

Brodie, “Great book. Great! Has helped me at my Drama school. These pieces are a little short
so they won’t suffice for most exams, however they are brilliant for practice. Youngsters would
love this!”

N J Caunter, “Excellent pieces of varying length. Excellent pieces of varying length. My eleven
year old daughter is genuinely excited about learning several of the pieces. Good range of
emotions and styles. Very impressed.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Thanks Book, Very Cool. Great for beginners that want to memorise a
monologue for an audition or even just for fun. I recommend this to anyone wanting to learn the
art of acting!”

Sausage, “Five Stars. Great”

The book by Douglas M. Parker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 103 people have provided feedback.
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